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The Society, founded in 1910 and based in London, is the leading organization for all those interested in
the study of Rome and the Roman Empire. Its scope is wide, covering Roman history, archaeology, lit-
erature and art down to about AD 700. It has a broadly based membership, drawn from over 35 coun-
tries and from all ages and walks of life. The Society publishes the Journal of Roman Studies, which
deals with the Roman world in general, and also Britannia, a journal of Romano-British and connected
studies, which includes an annual survey of Romano-British excavations.

The Society maintains with the Hellenic Society and in conjunction with London University's
Institute of Classical Studies a joint library of works on classical antiquity and a collection of slides and
film strips. Members resident in or visiting the UK may borrow books and slides and consult books
belonging to the Institute. Meetings of the Society are held in London, and in other parts of the UK
together with other societies. An archaeology conference is held in alternate years at a venue outside
London. Triennial conferences with the Hellenic Society and the Classical Association are held in either
Oxford or Cambridge.

Annual subscriptions: Members and Schools, £36 or US $72 for either the JRS or Britannia, £58 or
US $116 for both. Institutions other than Schools, £45 or US $90 for each publication. Students, £20
or US $40 for one journal, £40 or US $80 for both; student membership is open to students registered
at any institution of higher education in any country. Life membership for members over 65 with five
years' membership, £175 or US $350.

For more information about the Society and a downloadable application form, visit
www.sas.ac.uk/icls/roman

Telephone +44 (0)20-7862-8727; fax +44 (0)20-7862-8728; E-mail: romansoc@sas.ac.uk

THE CLASSICAL ASSOCIATION
The Classical Association has a worldwide membership and is open to all who value the study of the lan-
guages, literature and civilisations of ancient Greece and Rome. It creates opportunities for friendly
exchange and cooperation among classicists, encourages scholarship through its journals and other pub-
lications, and supports classics in schools and universities. Every year it holds an annual conference, and
sponsors branches all over the country which put on programmes of lectures and other activities.

The Classical Association has about 3,500 members. The subscription for 2003 is £8, life membership
is £105, available to those aged 65 years or over. Members receive a Presidential Address once a year and
a newsletter, CA News, twice a year. They may also subscribe at substantially reduced cost to the Classical
Association journals Classical Quarterly, Classical Review, and Greece and Rome.

Applications for membership and subscriptions (cheques payable to 'The Classical
Association') should be sent to the Executive Secretary, Classical Association, Senate House, Malet
Street, London WC1E 7HU; telephone +44 (0)20-7862-8706; email: croberts@sas.ac.uk.

web site: www.sas.ac.uk/icls/classass
The Secretary can also give information about journal subscription rates, and about the Association's
other publications, including the Greece and Rome supplements New Surveys in the Classics.

HELLENIC AND ROMAN SOCIETIES

SLIDES COLLECTION

The Slides Collection contains over 6,700 coloured 35mm slides covering a wide variety of subjects,
including sites on the Greek mainland, the Greek islands, Cyprus, Rome, Italy and the Roman Empire,
Etruscan tomb paintings, Greek vases, Roman frescoes and mosaics, the Roman army and Roman
Britain. Slides of artefacts form a large part of the collection and include bronzes, jewellery and vases as
well as maps, plans, models and reconstructions. A computerized subject index is available.

Catalogues: Greek Slides: £7.50; Roman Slides: £6.50; both for £12 (postage £1 for each catalogue)

Individual slides, sets and filmstrips with notes may be hired by members. Filmstrips are also available
for sale. Further details may be obtained from the Keeper of Slides or from the web-site:
http://www.sas.ac.uk/icls/library/slides.htm
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THE SOCIETY FOR THE PROMOTION OF HELLENIC STUDIES WAS

FOUNDED IN 1 8 7 9 TO ADVANCE THE STUDY OF GREEK LANGUAGE,

LITERATURE, HISTORY, ART AND ARCHAEOLOGY IN THE ANCIENT,

BYZANTINE AND MODERN PERIODS. MEMBERSHIP IS OPEN TO ALL,

AND THERE IS A REDUCED RATE FOR STUDENTS.

Membership rates
2005 rates are as follows: full members £36 (or $72 or €72), £35 for those who pay by direct debit;
student associates £20 (or $40 or €40), corporate members £150, libraries and institutions £55 (or
$110 or €110). Life membership is available at £180 (or $360 or €360) to those over 65 years of age
after five years' ordinary membership.

Publications
The Journal of Hellenic Studies and Archaeological Reports are published annually and sent to all
members of the Society. Back numbers of the Journal of Hellenic Studies and Archaeological Reports
may be orderered from the Society office: prices and availablity are given in the 'Hellenic Society
Publications' notice in this volume, which also gives details of indices for JHS 1941-1970 and JHS
1971-1990, Supplementary Papers and Occasional Publications.

The Joint Library
The Society helps to maintain the Joint Library, in conjunction with the Roman Society and the Institute
of Classical Studies. Membership of the Hellenic Society allows the reader to borrow (within the UK)
up to four books at a time, either in person or by post. Members may also borrow slides from the Joint
Library's extensive collection.

Lectures
The Society arranges an annual lecture series in London, and helps to arrange other lectures in collabo-
ration with the various local branches of the Classical Association: a programme of all these lectures is
circulated in September to UK members, and is posted on our website.

Grants
The Society aims to help those engaged in Hellenic Studies at all levels, and to this end it makes grants
of various kinds (further details and application forms are available from the Society office):
• Schools teaching Greek language, history or civilization may apply for grants from the Schools Sub-

committee: generous donations from the A G Leventis Foundation have recently enabled the Society
to increase the grants awarded, in number and size.

• Students who are interested in attending the Summer School run by the British School at Athens
may apply for a bursary from the Society to assist them financially.

• Postgraduate students and other scholars engaged in specified areas of research may apply for grants
from the Dover Fund.

• Institutions (typically, but not exclusively, universities) may apply for a grant from the Council of
the Society, to fund academic conferences and other events.

Further details are given in a Prospectus available from the Society office or the Joint Library: these
details are also given on our Web page at http://www.sas.ac.uk/icls/hellenic/. For all further informa-
tion please contact:
The Secretary, Hellenic Society, Senate House, Malet Street, London WC1E 7HU
(telephone +44 (0)20-7862-8730, fax +44 (0)20-7862-8731, E-mail hellenic@sas.ac.uk).

Contributions to the Journal should be sent to the Editor, c/o the Society office (address above).
Please send photocopies or printout, retaining original copy. A style guide is available for consulta-
tion on the Society's website. Copy on computer disk is also required, but please send disks only
when your contribution has been accepted. Illustrations, including diagrams, must be supplied as
camera-ready copy. For further details, please contact the Production Editor (Society address).
Books for review should be addressed to the Librarian (Society address). The Journal does not
accept unsolicited book reviews.

Printed by Stephen Austin and Sons Ltd., Hertford
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